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This is me

i

INTRODUCTION
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Write interesting information about yourself!
Who are you? Where do you come from? What are your hobbies? What is your dream?

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

EMAIL: 	 __________________@__________________

JAIME SELWOOD
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Welcome to English Speak: Book 1!

	 	 We hope you enjoy this book.

	 	 	 	 We hope you improve your English skills.

Look at the boxes below to help you understand how to use English Speak: Book 1. 

Hello.
How are you?
How was your 

weekend?

[1]
This box = IMPORTANT information.

Read it carefully!

If you Don’t understand - ask your teacher!

This box has useful English words and phrases!

If you don’t understand - ask your teacher to help!

This box means you need to write in English!

Remember to write on the line!

If you don’t understand ask your teacher - they won’t get angry!

This box is a word game! Enjoy!

-This box means 
you need to speak!

- In English!

-This box means 
you must also speak!

- In English!

If you have an ebook copy of English Speak: Book 1 you can get extra information 
by touching the box below!
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From the Author
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AROUND THE WORLD

2 Quick Questions!
1: How many countries speak English?

2: Why?

CONVERSATION+

1.  Greeting
2.  Genki Question
3.  Small Talk Question

HINT

Always try to give longer answers!

Greetings
Ex: Hello

1: _____________
2: _____________
3: _____________

Small Talk Questions
Ex: How was your weekend?

1: ____________________________________
2: ____________________________________

[pairs]

Genki Questions
Ex: How are you?

1: _________________________
2: _________________________
3: _________________________

Your Map!
Where have you 

been to?

[pairs]

speaking

Warm Up

WHICH ENGLISH SPEAKING COUNTRY WOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO VISIT? WHY?
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[8+]
Your Classmates

•Read the topics in the box below.
•Talk to as many people as you can!
•If they answer - YES, write their name.
•If they answer - NO, ask another question!
•Ask EXTRA Question!

Remember:
Conversation+

Example Have you visited an island?                  Yes I have because... / No I haven’t because...
   Do you listen to music everyday?        Yes I do because... / No I don’t because...
   Can you sing karaoke in English?        Yes I can because... / No I can’t because...

Topic Name Topic Name

1 | Has visited an ___________. 7 | Wants to go _____________

2 | Listens to music everyday. 8 | Sent a text message today.

3 | Owns white ___________. 9 | Went to bed after midnight.

4 | Thinks ____________ is boring. 10 | Woke up before _________.

5 | Has a part-time job. 11 | Can sing Karaoke in English

6 | Plays on a sports team. 12 | ______________________

Popular Question Words
Why / What / When / Which / Who / Whose / How 

Translate

[Pairs]

Original Translation Original Translation

A. Noun E. Conjunction

B. Verb F. Adverb

C. Adjective G. Intonation

D. Preposition F. Gestures

speaking Who are You..?
- Change books with a partner.
- Interview them.
- Write THEIR answers.

Ask Extra 
Questions!

speaking

Extra
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WHO ARE YOU?  PART 2

[Pairs]

Name:	 	 ______________________	 	 Music	 	 ______________________

Hometown	 ______________________	 	 Sports	 	 ______________________

Studying	 	 ______________________	 	 Label	 	 ______________________

Future Job	 ______________________	 	 Animation	 ______________________

Live Now		 ______________________	 	 Movie	 	 ______________________

Want to Live	 ______________________	 	 Book:	 	 ______________________

University		 ______________________	 	 Dream:	 	 ______________________

Example
What is your name?  

What is your favourite animation character? 

speaking

speaking

[Groups]

PHOTOCOPY

[1] Business Card
- Use your answers from the interview.
- Design an interesting business card!

[2] Business Card
- Walk around the room. & exchange business cards!
- Read the new business card & ask questions!

Extra Dog | Mouse | Chair | Octopus Odd- 1 - Out

Remember:
Conversation+

MY REASON: ________________________________________________________
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Warm Up Free Chat!
- You have 3 minutes.
- Talk about your weekend.

EMOTIONS & FEELINGS

[pairs]
Ask Extra 

Questions!

Review Business Card
- Walk around the room. & exchange business cards!
- Ask Conversation+ Questions!

Jaime Selwood
English	 	 	 Newcastle
Hiroshima Univ.	 Nike & Boss
Golf		 	 	 Gladiator
Bob Dylan	 	 homework!

Warm Up

Warm Up

[pairs]
[1]

- Read the list of emotions.
- Write + for positive feelings.
- Write - for negative feelings.
- Write 0 for neutral feelings.

Angry Annoyed OK
Confused Delighted Depressed

Disappointed Embarrassed Excited
Exhausted Frustrated Ambivalent

Relaxed Satisfied So-So
Ashamed Happy Surprised

Thoughtful Concerned Contented

[2]
- How many syllables 

in each word?
- Jai’me = 2!
- House = 1!
- E’very’one = 3!

[3]
- Give a situation for each feeling! [A] “I feel this way when I watch a movie!”

[B]“You mean relaxed!”

speaking [1]
- Practice the conversation!

1 Hey, what’s going on?
3 Really? You don’t look so 
happy. What’s the problem?
5 And? What did he text you?
7 He wants to break-up! Oh 
I’m so sorry, that’s horrible!

2 Oh you know, not much.
4 Well...I just got this text from my 
boyfriend.
6 He told me he is feeling bored...and 
wants us to break-up!!!
8 Yeh, it’s a big shock for me! i don’t 
know what to to do...What do you think?

[2]
- Again! Change the underlined words!

[3]
- Again! Close your books! 

Remember:
Conversation+

Remember:
Conversation+
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[2] Faces
- Do you remember what an adjective is?
- Look at the faces.
- What emotion is each face? Why?

[pairs] [1] Faces
- Successful communication uses more than words.
- People’s faces are very important too!
- They can give you extra information about how a person feels!

 1                2                 3               4                 5

 6                7                 8               9                10

 11              12              13               14             15
A. Content  B. Sick C. Shocked
D. Bored  E. Happy F. Relaxed
G. Excited  H. Confused I. Anxious
 J. Worried  K. Frightened L. Angry
 M. Unhappy  N. Lonely O. So-So

Grammar

If & When 1
Look at the sentences below.

Do you understand the two different situations?

[A] True in the Present - NOW

[B] True in the Future - Later/Tomorrow etc

IF If the weather is hot, I’m happy!

WHEN When the weather is hot, I’m happy!

IF If I pass my driving test my life will be very exciting!

WHEN When I pass my driving test, my life will be very exciting!

IF ____________________________________________________

WHEN ____________________________________________________

[3] Faces
- Give an example for each feeling.
- Don’t say the word!
- Your partner must guess the feeling!

Syllables
- How many syllables in each sentence?
- What is the intonation of the sentence?

WHAT IS THE SMARTEST BREED OF DOG? WHY?	 ______________________________
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IF & WHEN

[1] If & When
- Do you remember what an adjective’s job is?
- How about a verb - what does it do?
- Change the verbs below into adjectives!

1: I’ll be excited [EXCITE] if we win the game tomorrow night.
2: It will be _______________ [CONFUSE] if this lesson was in Greek!
3: My training is killing me! Every day is _______________ [EXHAUST]
4: I will be so _______________ [EMBARRASS] if my parents come to watch me play.
5: My mother will be _______________ [CONFUSE] if she tries to use my smartphone.
6: I will be [EMBARRASS] ________________ if I am late for class again this afternoon.
7: Your teacher will be _______________ [ANNOY] if you don’t finish this activity!
8: I am enjoying this DVD, it is very _______________ [EXCITE]!
9: This puzzle is very _______________ [ANNOY] as I can’t finish it!
10: If I’m not _______________ [EXHAUST] I will play golf tomorrow.

11: ______________________________________________[                    ]
12: ______________________________________________[                    ]
13: ______________________________________________[                    ]
14: ______________________________________________[                    ]

Language [2] If & When
- Go back and look at page 7 to help you!
- No 11-14 Write 4 NEW sentences!
- Choose 4 DIFFERENT VERBS from 1-10!

[pairs]

speaking
[pairs]

Your Classmates
- Walk around the room and speak to as many people as you can!
- Remember to ask extra questions! 
- Check the box when you have asked the question!

Question DONE Question DONE

1 | What makes you smile? 6 | Who would you like to marry?

2 | When do you laugh a lot? 7 | When are you embarrassed?

3 | What was your best ever day? 8 |  ghosts make you feel?

4 | What makes you upset? 9 | When are you frustrated?

5 | What makes you angry? 10 | _______________________?

NEW
VERBS!!!!

Remember:
Conversation+

WHAT KIND OF MOVIE IS A ZOM-COM?
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COMPARISONS

Warm Up Free Chat!
- You have 3 minutes.
- Talk about your hobbies.[pairs]

Ask Extra 
Questions!

Review Emotions & Feelings
- Look at the list of emotions - give an example!
- How many syllables does each emotion word have?

Warm Up

Delighted Embarrassed Ambivalent
Excited Depressed Disappointed
Lonely Angry Anxious

speaking
[pairs]

Emotions & Feelings
- Read the sentences below.
- WHich country do you think goes into each space?
- Any choice is OK - This is your opinion!

1: _______________ is smaller than _____________

2: _______________ is crazier than _______________

3: ____________ is more traditional than ____________

4: _______________ is as exciting as _______________

5: _______________ is the most beautiful.

6: _______________ is probably the most dangerous.

7: _______________ is definitely the most boring!

8: _______________ is the best at football!

9: ____________ is more romantic than ____________

10: I think ____________ is the least dangerous

[1] Countries

How many syllables does 
each country name have?

[2] Countries

Which countries you want to 
visit? Why?

Remember:
Conversation+

WHICH COUNTRY HAS THE MOST BEAUTIFUL FLAG IN THE WORLD?
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speaking

[1]
- Practice the conversation!
- Use the countries from pg. 9

1 I’d like some information about _____________ please.
3 I’m not sure when...What month do you recommend?
5 I really want to try _______ and I want to visit _________!
7 Great! That sounds like a _____________ suggestion.
9 If possible, I’d prefer to use ________________

2  ____________ Mmm, let me see. When do you want to go?
4 Well, what kind of activities do you want to do?
6 In that case, I really think you should go _______ or _______.
8 Well, we are here to help you the best we can. How would you like 
to pay - cash or card?
10 Certainly, the price comes to: *$ / £ / € _________

[2]
- Again! Change the gap words!

[3]
- Again! Close your books! 

speaking
[pairs]

Longer Conversation
- Think about your hometown, prefecture or country.
- What are the most interesting places to visit? What activities can you do?
- Complete the boxes below with your own ideas!

Person A

[A1] Best Place to Eat	 	 	 	 	 	 [A4] Best Place to Hike
You: ______________________________            You: ______________________________
Partner: ___________________________ 	 	 Partner: ___________________________

[A2] Best Place for Sports	 	 	 	 	 [A5] Most Boring Place to Visit
You: ______________________________ 	 	 You: _______________________________
Partner: ___________________________ 	 	 Partner: ____________________________

[A3] Best Place to Relax	 	 	 	 	 	 [A6] ________________________
You: ______________________________ 	 	 You: _______________________________
Partner: ___________________________ 	 	 Partner: ____________________________

Remember:
Conversation+

*£199.99 - IS SPOKEN AS...199 POUNDS.99 (PENCE)

Example
What is the best place 
to eat in Newcastle?

Why?

WHICH COUNTRY IS THIS?	 ______________________________
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speaking

[pairs]
Conversation

- Think about your hometown, prefecture or country.
- What are the most interesting places to visit? What activities can you do?
- Complete the boxes below with your own ideas!

Person B

[B1] Best Place to Shop	 	 	 	 	 	 [B4] Best Place to Thrills!
You: ______________________________            You: ______________________________
Partner: ___________________________ 	 	 Partner: ___________________________

[B2] Best Place for Romance	 	 	 	 	 [B5] Quietest Place
You: ______________________________ 	 	 You: _______________________________
Partner: ___________________________ 	 	 Partner: ____________________________

[B3] Best Place to History	 	 	 	 	 [B6] ___________________
You: ______________________________ 	 	 You: _______________________________
Partner: ___________________________ 	 	 Partner: ____________________________

Grammar Syllables & Adjectives

RULE 1: 	 Adjective with 1 syllable 	 	 =	  	 - ER / EST
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Lighter / Lightest

RULE 2:	 Adjectives with 2+ syllables 	 =	 	 - MORE / MOST + ADJ
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 More Handsome
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Most Handsome

RULE 3: 	 Adjectives with 2 syllables & ‘y’ =	 	 - IER / IEST
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Easier / Easiest

Comparisons

GUIDE 1:	When you compare two things:	 	 	 	 England is more interesting than Scotland!

GUIDE 2:	When you want to say something is similar: 	 England is as wet as Scotland!	

Remember:
Conversation+

GO TO BACK 
PAGE 10 FOR 

MORE 
EXAMPLES!

BE CAREFUL!
FUN = ???

JOHN, GEORGE, PAUL & ________________ ?
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speaking

[pairs]
[1]

Hot, Hotter or Hottest?
- Write 6 famous locations from your country.

1: __________________________

2: __________________________

3: __________________________

4: __________________________

5: __________________________

6: __________________________[2]
Hot, Hotter or 

Hottest?
- Write 6 different adjectives

1: ________________________
2: ________________________
3: ________________________
4: ________________________
5: ________________________
6: ________________________

Language

[pairs]

1: _____________________________________________________

2: _____________________________________________________

3: _____________________________________________________

4: _____________________________________________________

5: _____________________________________________________

6: _____________________________________________________

Your Ideas
- Use the 6 locations and 6 adjectives from above.
- Write 6 sentences  - you must use all the locations and adjectives once!
- Remember the RULES & GUIDES from pg. 11! 

UNDER THE LINE!

g j p q y -	 NO!!!

g j p q y - 	 YES!!!

Extra Football | TV | Baseball | RailwaysOdd- 1 - Out

ENGLAND
1: STONEHENGE

2: OLD TRAFFORD
3: STRATFORD-UPON-AVON

4: LAKE DISTRICT

MY REASON: ________________________________________________________
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COMPARISONS

Warm Up Free Chat!
- You have 4 minutes.
- Talk about the next 5 days.[pairs]

Ask Extra 
Questions!

Review

Hot, Hotter or Hottest?
- Read your 6 sentences from pg. 12
- Talk about your reasons!.
- Ask extra questions!

Warm Up

1: Hiroshima is more interesting than Yamaguchi.

2: Tokyo is crazier than Osaka.

3: Miyazaki is sunnier than Sapporo.

4: Nagoya is the most boring city in Japan.

5: Saijo is not as dull as Kabe.

6: Miyajima is smaller than Matsuyama. 

speaking
[pairs]

[1] I Apologise 
- There are many ways to apologise - to say you are sorry!
- Look at the photographs - what has happened?

a: It really isn’t my fault because...	b: I’m terribly sorry.
c: I didn’t mean to do it!	 	 	 d: I’d like to apologise...
e: Oh, my mistake..		 	 	 f: I was wrong.

[2] I Apologise
- What happened? 
- Explain each photo to your partner!

speaking

[pairs]
Delighted Embarrassed Ambivalent
Excited Depressed Disappointed

Voices
- How would say these words?
- Use your voices to explain your feelings!
- Think about what each word means!
- How many syllables?
- In each box write the numbers 1-6 

randomly!

University Homework Sleeping
English Cats J-Pop

Remember:
Conversation+

Remember:
Conversation+

HELICOPTER, ELEPHANT, LOVE, LOVE, ___________ = ___________
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speaking

[1]
- Practice the conversation!
- Use you real names!

1 Hello, can I speak to ______________ please?
3 ____________? It’s _______________
5 I’m really sorry! My car borke down and my phone 
battery was dead...
7 ______________ please believe me. Can I come over 
and see you now?

2  I’m ____________, but who is this?
4  _______________! Where are you??? Why didn’t you 
come to the cinema? I waited for more than 2 hours
6 Really??? Is that what really happened? I bought the tickets 
and the food! I was so embarrassed...
8 Well... OK, but next time borrow a mobile phone, find a 
phonebox and call or text me! So what time are you coming?

[2]
- Again! Change the underlined words!

[3]
- Again! Close your books! 
- Keep the conversation going!

speaking
[pairs]

Longer Conversation
- Look at the list of items below - what situation are they normally used?
- Draw / write 2 more everyday items!
- Now ask your partner to lend you your items? Give GOOD REASONS!

PERSON A

PERSON B

Can I borrow ________ please? / Will you lend me _________ please? Of course / Maybe, why? / No chance!

Remember:
Conversation+

Remember:
Conversation+

WHAT KIND OF THINGS DO YOU OFTEN BORROW FROM FRIENDS?
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Grammar Common Connectors

- ‘and’, ‘but’,‘because’ & ‘so’ are the most used ‘connectors in English.
- A connector links ideas together to make longer  and better sentences.

a] Connects two words, phrases or ideas:	 	 	 _________
b] Used to explain the result of something:		 	 _________
c] Used to explain the reason for something:	 	 _________
d] Connects contrasting ideas:	 	 	 	 	 _________

Four Connectors

- but
- because
- so
- and

Common Connectors
1: Many women wore mini-skirts during the 1970s _______ now their daughters wear them!
2: Max has his weekly football training today ______ he is wearing his training gear.
3: Most of his friends wear flip-flops in summer ______ Flynn prefers to wear trainers.
4: Lucas buys Saville Row suits that are very expensive ______ he likes to look stylish.
5: I usually cycle to work ______ not when the weather is bad.
6: JK Wood’s designs are often innovative ______ they are not practical for hiking.
7: Markus Romanus was born in Rome, Italy ______ he can speak Italian very well.
8: Jaro doesn’t like to cook after she comes home from work ______ she leaves work late.
9: I did write my homework last night ______ I couldn’t find it this morning!
10: Baseball ______ basketball are very, very boring ______ football is fantastic ______ it is 
      really interesting!

Extra For the Next Class
- Choose ONE ENW Podcast episode! There are 190+!!!
- Complete the LISTENING activity & the ENGLISH EXTRA  Activity.
- Bring the copy to next week’s class!

ENW Episode:	 	 __________________
Title:		 	 	 __________________
Date:	 	 	 __________________

WHY DID YOU CHOOSE THIS ENW PODCAST EPISODE? ________________________
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THIS IS WHERE I AM FROM!

Warm Up Free Chat!
- You have 4 minutes.
- Talk about anything![pairs]

Ask Extra 
Questions!

Review

Warm Up

city city city
city city city

Voices
- Write 6 cities from around the world.
- Write 6 adjectives of emotion.
- You must say the city using your voice & 

face to explain the adjective! adjective adjective adjective
adjective adjective adjective

speaking
[3+]

Your Country:

 ____________________
My Culture

- Think about symbols & traditions of your country.
- Write a minimum of 10 ideas in each box!
- ANY TOPIC is OK: 
   people/buildings/rivers/cinema/sports/books/inventions Traditional Symbols = BEFORE WW2

Modern Symbols = AFTER WW2

Traditional Symbols	

Modern Symbols

Remember:
Conversation+

Remember:
Conversation+
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speaking

[1]
- Practice the conversation!
- Use you real names!
- Remember Voices & Hands!

1 Hey, long time no see! How was your trip to South 
Africa? Did you enjoy it?
3 Sure, it’s normal. Did you have any problems? Any 
culture shock?
5 Oh really? That’s interesting. What about the crime rates?
7 Well I hope to. I’m thinking about going to Rome in Italy. 
Have you been there?

2 Incredible! I really enjoyed myself. I still feel a bit jet-lagged 
though. It is a long flight...
4 Umm...not really. The only problems I had were the spicy food 
and the strange money. Lots of animals on their bank notes!
6 No there were no problems there. At least nothing happened 
to me! Are you going on holiday soon?
8 Rome [yes/no]. YES it was great, I loved the ___________. 
NO but I would really like to go to __________.

[2]
- Again! Change the underlined words!

[3]
- Again! Close your books! 
- Keep the conversation going!

speaking
[pairs]

Longer Conversation
- Think about your symbols about your country.
- Write your answers then ask your partner what their ideas are!
- Remember to keep the conversation going!

Person A

[A1] Unusual Place to Eat	 	 	 	 	 [A4] 6 Useful Words Foreigners Need to Learn
You: ______________________________            You: ______________________________
Partner: ___________________________ 	 	 Partner: ___________________________

[A2] Interesting Modern Symbol	 	 	 	 [A5] A Boring Traditional Custom
You: ______________________________ 	 	 You: _______________________________
Partner: ___________________________ 	 	 Partner: ____________________________

[A3] Difficult Custom for Visitors to Understand	 [A6] ____________________________
You: ______________________________ 	 	 You: _______________________________
Partner: ___________________________ 	 	 Partner: ____________________________

Remember:
Conversation+

Remember:
Conversation+

6 USEFUL ENGLISH WORDS: ______________________________________________________
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speaking
[pairs]

Longer Conversation
- Think about your symbols about your country.
- Write your answers then ask your partner what their ideas are!
- Remember to keep the conversation going!

Person B

[B1] Important Traditional Sport / Game	 	 [B4] The Best Traditional Custom
You: ______________________________            You: ______________________________
Partner: ___________________________ 	 	 Partner: ___________________________

[B2] Dull Modern Custom Many People Do	 	 [B5] The Most Famous Man & Woman
You: ______________________________ 	 	 You: _______________________________
Partner: ___________________________ 	 	 Partner: ____________________________

[B3] Modern Custom You Really Enjoy	 	 	 [B6] ____________________________
You: ______________________________ 	 	 You: _______________________________
Partner: ___________________________ 	 	 Partner: ____________________________

speaking
[pairs]

Non-Verbal Communication
- Think about the hand gestures for the following situations.
- How would you use your hands to explain these expressions?
- Remember to use your faces too!

Hand Gestures

	 A: Money	 	 	 B: Confused		 	 C: I can’t hear
	 D: I’m watching you	 E: It’s broken	 	 F: Crazy
	 G: I’m angry	 	 H: Be quiet	 	 	 I: It’s a secret
	 J: Go away		 	 K: I don’t understand	 L: Maybe...
	 M: I don’t know...		 N: What’s the time?	 O: I love you!
	 P: Why?	 	 	 Q: I’m not listening	 R: Are you OK?
	 S: Too much talking	 T: Terrible	 	 	 U: I’m sleepy

Remember:
Conversation+

WHAT HAND GESTURES DO YOU USE THE MOST EVERY DAY? WHY?
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Grammar Going To...

In English going to  is used for:
	 	 	 	 	 	 1| An Action in the near future
	 	 	 	 	 	 2| An already planned future
	 	 	 	 	 	 3| A conclusion about the immediate future
Match the 3 sentences below with the correct explanation:
	 	 A| She is going to take her driving test next month.	 	 ____
	 	 B| You didn’t do your homework? I’m going to get angry!	____
	 	 C| I’m going to give you a mid-semester test.	 	 	 ____

Longer 
Conversation

- Read the 6 sentences and 
re-arrange the words into 
the correct order.

- More than one correct 
order is possible!

I’m Going to...
1:	 	 tonight? arrive to are they time What going
	 	 __________________________________________

2:	 	 not going let’s go to the if you are to study then cinema
	 	 _____________________________________________

3:	 	 If going you are I’m to leaving complain,
	 	 _____________________________________________

4:	 	 Where you don’t going go? understand! I are to
	 	 _____________________________________________

5:	 	 if rain. going you get look outside it like to looks wet
	 	 _____________________________________________

6:	 	 climb She is Fuji to Mount August in going
	 	 _____________________________________________

Extra

Blue		 	 	 	 1:	 __________________	 	 	 WHY?
Green	 	 	 	 2: 	 __________________	 	 	 ______________
Indigo	 	 	 		 3:	 __________________	 	 	 ______________
Orange	 	 	 	 4:	 __________________	 	  
Red	 	 	 	 	 5:	 __________________	 	  
Violet	 	 	 	 6:	 __________________
Yellow	 	 	 		 7:	 __________________

What’s the Order?

WAS GOING TO

WAS GOING TO IS USED 
FOR AN INTERRUPTED 
ACTION IN THE PAST.

I was going to do my 
homework, but I 

watched a film instead!

_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

RICHARD OF YORK GAVE BATTLE IN VAIN
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DESCRIBING STUFF

Warm Up Free Chat!
- You have 4 minutes.
- Talk about Vacations![pairs]

Ask Extra 
Questions!

Review

Warm Up

Tomorrow? After Class? Summer?
In 80 mins? Next Year? For a Job?

Eat for Dinner? Next Week? On Friday?

Voices
- Randomly write 1-9 in the boxes.
- Ask your partner going to questions!
- Give LONGER answers!

What are you going to eat for dinner?

I’m going to eat pasta because...

speaking

[pairs]
Voices

- Work in small groups / pairs.
- Read the words in the box.
- Don’t use a dictionary - Just GUESS!
- Are the words + / - / 0?

Crazy About Ridiculous Mind-Blowing
Cataclysmic Reasonable Glorious
Impeccable Fine Disgraceful

Catastrophic Dumb Immaculate

speaking A

[1]
- Practice the conversation!
- Use you real names!
- Remember Voices & Hands!

1 So, what did you think about the movie? Did you enjoy it?
3 Really? I liked it! I thought story was mind-blowing!
5 OK...OK, so what kind of films do you enjoy? Horror? 
Rom-Com? Action?
7 Bond films? Well they are usually reasonable, but I haven’t 
watched one in a while. What is your favourite movie ever?

[2]
- Again! Change the underlined words!

[3]
- Again! Close your books! 
- Keep the conversation going!

Remember:
Conversation+

Remember:
Conversation+

HOE MANY DIFFERENT TYPES OF MOVIE GENRES CAN YOU THINK OF?

Remember:
Conversation+
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speaking b

[1]
- Practice the conversation!
- Use you real names!
- Remember Voices & Hands!

[2]
- Again! Change the underlined words!

[3]
- Again! Close your books! 
- Keep the conversation going!

2 Rubbish!!! It was too long, the story was unrealistic and the 
acting was terrible!
4 Wow...You are nuts! You really enjoyed the story? Truthfully? 
It was the most boring two hours of my life! 
6 I don’t like horror or rom-com movies but I love watching 
action movies! My favourite is any James Bond movie!
8 Mmm...That is difficult, but I think probably __________ is 
my favourite because _____________. How about you?

speaking
[pairs]

Longer Conversation
- Look at the list of items below - what are they?
- Ask your partner questions using the photo + vocabulary!

PERSON A free topic

????

Example
Q What is the greatest/worst 
movie  ever made?
A I think Titanic is the 
greatest/worst movie ever 
made because......and......

MOVIE

SPORT

MUSIC

TEACHER

DRINK

ACTOR

What is the dullest song you have heard?

The dullest song I’ve heard is _______ because ________
How about you? What do you think?

Remember:
Conversation+

Remember:
Conversation+

USE THE LIST OF ADJECTIVES IS UNITS 2 - 4 TO HELP YOU ANSWER!
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speaking

[pairs]
Longer Conversation

- Look at the list of items below - what are they?
- Ask your partner questions using the photo + vocabulary!

PERSON B free topic

????MAGAZINES

CLOTHES

TV PROGRAM

SPORT

COUNTRY

FILM What is the dullest song you have heard?

The dullest song I’ve heard is _______ because ________
How about you? What do you think?

Grammar Base Adjectives		 	 Strong Adjectives

1: Tired	 	 	 	 A: Superb
2: Frightened                	 B: Exhausted
3: Good	 	 	 	 C: Delicious
4: Tasty	 	 	 	 D: Filthy
5: Bad	 	 	 	 E: Terrified	
6: Attractive	 	 	 F: Starving
7: Hungry		 	 	 G: Disgusting
8: Angry	 	 	 	 H: Thrilled
9: Dirty	 	 	 	 I: Amazed
10: Surprised	 	 	 J: Hilarious
11: Happy		 	 	 K: Gorgeous
12: Funny		 	 	 L: Furious

Base & Strong Adjectives
- There are 2 kinds of adjectives in English
- BASE Adjective & STRONG Adjective.
- Match the BASE with its correct STRONG!

Example
BASE Adjective	 	 STRONG Adjective
	 Hot	 	 =	 	 Boiling

Example
Q What is the most daring / 
dullest clothes you have ever 
worn?
A I think _________ is the ost 
daring / dullest clothes I have 
ever worn because......and......

Remember:
Conversation+

CAN YOU THINK OF A GESTURE FOR EACH ADJECTIVE..?
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Grammar

Base & Strong Adjectives: Extra Help

1: Adjectives can be made more powerful by using adverbs such as:
	 	 really, very, absolutely & totally
	 	 The house is very big! / The house is absolutely huge!
2: You can ONLY use very with BASE Adjectives.
	 	 You are very dirty! - NOT - You are very filthy!
3: You can use absolutely / totally ONLY with STRONG Adjectives.
	 	 I was absolutely amazed! - NOT - I was absolutely surprised! 
4: You can use really with both BASE & STRONG Adjectives
	 	 She was really angry! / He is really furious! 

1:	 _____________________________________________________________________
	 _____________________________________________________________________
2:	 _____________________________________________________________________
	 _____________________________________________________________________
3:	 _____________________________________________________________________
	 _____________________________________________________________________
4:	 _____________________________________________________________________
	 _____________________________________________________________________
5:	 _____________________________________________________________________
	 _____________________________________________________________________
6:	 _____________________________________________________________________
	 _____________________________________________________________________
7:	 _____________________________________________________________________
	 _____________________________________________________________________
8:	 _____________________________________________________________________

Base & Strong Adjectives
- Choose 8 STRONG adjectives on pg. 22.
- Write 8 sentences.
- Each sentence must have 1 STRONG Adjective + 1 Adverb
- Remember to use ‘because’ in each sentence!
- Each sentence MUST have more than 8 words!

Adverbs
What is the ‘job of an ADVERB 

in a sentence?
________

Adverbs

Many adverbs end in -ly

10 Examples ending in -ly
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BACK IN THE DAY

Warm Up Free Chat!
- You have 5 minutes.
- Talk about a movie[pairs]

Ask Extra 
Questions!

Review

Warm Up

Tasty Obese
Clever Hot

Petrified Brilliant
Funny Livid
Windy Fantastic

Base or Strong Adjectives
- Are the adjectives BASE or STRONG?
- Write B or S next to each adjective.

How many syllables are in each adjective?

Past Verbs
- Complete the missing past verb in each situation.
- Write 6 different past verbs!

speaking

[pairs]

1: __________ from High School                      4: __________ at Junior High School

2: __________ University                                 5: __________ my entrance exams

3: __________ on a homestay                         6: __________ abroad

I played football yesterday

She swam 1,000 meters last week

speaking

[pairs] Non Verbal Communication
- Read the 10 words below.
- Check your understanding.
- Randomly write a number in each box, 1-10.

Confused Furious
Impressive Hot

Difficult Brilliant
Funny What?

Bad Taste Relaxed

ONLY use you hands! 
BODY LANGUAGE!

NO Voices!

Remember:
Conversation+

Remember:
Conversation+

WHAT OTHER NON-VERBAL EXPRESSIONS CAN YOU REMEMBER?
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speaking

[1]
- Practice the conversation!
- Use you real names!
- Remember Voices & Hands!

1 What was your high school & junior high school like? 
Did you enjoy going there?
3 My high school was pretty big, but it was fun. Did you 
like English? Did you study hard?
5 Yes, I didn’t enjoy maths too, but history was OK. What 
was your high school’s name?
7 Ahh. My high school was called _____. Were you a 
member of any clubs? Did you like them?

2 My high school was OK, but my junior high school was 
great. It was quite small but the teachers were alright. How 
about yours?
4 Of course! English was the best class! I hated maths and 
history though - it was incredibly dull and boring!
6 Kennet Comprehensive School. It was in a small and dull 
town in southern England called Thatcham. Yours?
8 Yes - I belonged to the football club and the cricket club. 
They were really enjoyable. What didn’t you enjoy about 

[2]
- Again! Change the underlined words!

[3]
- Again! Close your books! 
- Keep the conversation going!

speaking

[Groups]

[1]
- Draw an interesting, exciting or unusual 

experience that you have had.

[2]
- What were you doing? Where 

were you? Was it good? Bad? 

[3]
- Don’t write ANY 

words! Just Draw!

[4]
- Find a partner.
- Explain to your 

partner what is 
happening in your 
picture!

[5]
- Talk for ___ mins
- Ask questions!

Remember:
Conversation+
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[1] Regular or Irregular?
- In English there are  two kinds of PAST VERBS in English.
- REGULAR Past Verbs & IRREGULAR Past Verbs
- Read the list of past verbs in the boxes - check your understanding!
- Write ‘I’ for Irregular Past Verbs or ‘R’ Regular Past Verbs.

Grammar Past Verb Spelling
In English words ending 
in -y change in the past!

I spy a cat! 
I spied a cat

Apologise Cast Haunt Pay Kiss
     

Awake Bleach Feed Glue Slay
    

Paddle Cut Cycle Shake Flower

Break Murder Forbid Empty Wind

[2] Regular or Irregular?
- Now choose 10 verbs from the box above.
- You must choose 5 REGULAR & 5 IRREGULAR past verbs.
- Write 10 sentences using your past verbs - each sentence + 12 words

Language

1:	 _____________________________________________________________________
2:	 _____________________________________________________________________
3:	 _____________________________________________________________________
4:	 _____________________________________________________________________
5:	 _____________________________________________________________________
6:	 _____________________________________________________________________
7:	 _____________________________________________________________________
8:	 _____________________________________________________________________
9:	 _____________________________________________________________________
10: 	_____________________________________________________________________
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WHAT CAN YOU REMEMBER?

Warm Up Free Chat!
- You have 5 minutes.
- Talk about a movie/school/university[pairs]

Ask Extra 
Questions!

Warm Up

speaking
Review

Key Words
- What do these words mean?
- Don’t use a DICTIONARY!
- Guess![pairs]

Noun: ____________ Gestures: __________

Verb: _____________ Adverb: ___________

Adjective: _________ Preposition: ________

speaking
Review

[pairs]

Syllables & Sounds
- How many syllables in each word?
- Do you remember their meanings?

Ambivalent Lacerated Thrashed

Ashamed Desolate Thoughtful

Idiotic Overwhelmed Purposeful

Manageable __________ ___________

speaking
Review

[pairs]

ENW Podcast
- Walk around the room and talk about the podcasts 

you have listened to.
- What is your opinion? 
- What is the news topic?
- What can you remember?

Episode Topic:	 ___________________
Episode No:	 ___________________
Date:	 	 ___________________

Remember:
Conversation+

Remember:
Conversation+

DO YOU LISTEN TO ANY OTHER PODCASTS? WHY? WHY NOT?
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Find the Mistakes
- Read the sentences below - 10 sentences have mistake in them!
- 2 sentences are correct!
- Correct each ‘mistake’ in each of the wrong sentences!

REVIEW

Grammar

Language

1:	 I’d like an information about trains to Hiroshima please.		 	 	 	 ________
2: 	 This J-Pop song is very awful, why do you listen to it everyday?	 	 	 ________
3: 	 There isn’t much furniture in my new apartment yet.	 	 	 	 	 ________
4:	 I were playing tennis yesterday so I am a little tiring.	 	 	 	 	 ________
5:	 Japan is the great country in the world.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ________
6:	 France is smaller than Italy.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ________
7: 	 My father told me I was forbade to go to the party.	 	 	 	 	 ________
8:	 Mathematics is the most boringest subject I have at school.	 	 	 	 ________
9:	 If you go to amazing England - you need to use Euros.	 	 	 	 	 ________
10:	 She goes to give you homework tonight.		 	 	 	 	 	 	 ________
11:	 The old clock was winded up for 10 minutes last night.	 	 	 	 	 ________
12:	 South Africa is hotter than Norway. Because there are many sunny days.	 ________
13:	 This lift goes right up to the top floor, it doesn’t stop on the way.	 	 	 ________

speaking

[pairs]

START / FINISH 1| Who are you?
2| What’s your favourite 
sport?

3| When do you feel 
happy?

14| What is the hardest 
sport to play/do?

15| What animal are your 
frightened of?

16| What is the most 
money you have spent?

4| When was the last time 
you were embarrassed? 

FREE QUESTION START / FINISH
5| What makes you really 
happy?

13| What is the greatest 
movie?

6| What is the most 
dangerous country?

12| Who is famous from 
your hometown?

7| What is the most 
beautiful animal?

11| What are 3 interesting 
national symbols?

10| What is your country’s 
strangest food?

9| What is the best place 
for romance at school?

FREE QUESTION

Janken Game
- Winner moves and asks question! 
- Longer Answers!!!

[Groups]

Remember:
Conversation+
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WOW THAT IS THE DUMBEST IDEA EVER!

Warm Up Free Chat!
- You have 5 minutes.
- Talk about _____________[pairs]

Ask Extra 
Questions!

Warm Up

Review

Past Event
- Draw a quick drawing about an event 

in your past!
- What happened?
- As your partner(s) questions!

Ask Extra 
Questions!

Survival!
- Imagine you are on a cruise ship travelling from New Zealand to Peru!
- Suddenly the ship sinks!
- You are now in a lifeboat 1,000km from the nearest land.

speaking

[pairs]
- Think about survival!

- What items are important 
for your survival

A: Map of Pacific Ocean		 	 E: A Fishing Kit
	

B: A Small Shaving Mirror	 	 F: 10 Litres of Water
C: 3mx3m Black plastic Sheet		 G: A Compass
D: A Bottle of Whisky	 	 	 H: A Transistor Radio

[1] [5]

[2] [6]

[3] [7]

[4] [8]

Cats or Dogs?
- Are you a cat or dog person?

speaking

[pairs]

Remember:
Conversation+

Remember:
Conversation+
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Language

[Pairs]

I think...
- Read the English phrases.
- They are all ways to give opinions.
- Which sentences: AGREE or DISAGREE
- If you don’t know - guess!

1: I disagree, but you have the right to speak  ______

2: Are you kidding?	 	 	 	 	 ______

3: You are a loony! How can you think so!!!	 ______

4: Your opinion is thought-provoking.	 	 ______

5: I can see your point		 	 	 	 ______

6: Wow! Totally nuts...		 	 	 	 ______

7: Barmy...utter tosh!	 	 	 	 	 ______

8: Inspirational idea!	 	 	 	 	 ______

9: Well, I suppose it could be OK...	 	 ______

10: Weirdo! It’s as useful as a hole in bucket!	______

- Remember your voices!
- How can you change the meanings by 
  changing your voice!

speaking

[1]
- Practice the conversation!
- Use you real names!
- Remember Voices & Hands!
- How would you start the conversation?

1 Have you watched the news on TV this morning?
3 I just can’t believe it! They are going to start hunting whales 
again - it’s crazy! It’s totally nuts!!!
5 An inspirational idea? Are you kidding??? Have you gone 
off your rocker!?
7 Wow... your idea is about as useful as a hole in a bucket...

2 Umm...Yes, I watched the 07:30 programme on the BBC. 
Why?
4 You think so? It seems like an inspirational idea to me. Whale 
meat is really delicious and very healthy. 
6 No! Have you? You eat beef and ham and sushi! Where do 
they come from? They are all animals - so why not whale?
8 My ideas! Hang on a minute - you’re not exactly a genius 
either! Anyway I’m hungry, how about whale sushi..?

[2]
- Again! Change the underlined words!

[3]
- Again! Close your books! 
- Keep the conversation going!

[pairs]

BBC

CNN

Al 
Jazeera

Remember:
Conversation+

DO YOU THINK IT IS OK TO EAT WHALE MEAT? WHY?
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speaking
[pairs]

Longer Conversation
- Read the questions below - do you understand them?
- What is your opinion? Do you agree or disagree?
- Write your answers & then ask your partner!

Person A

[A1] Are Aliens real?	 	 	 	 	 	 [A4] Is football the greatest sport?
You: ______________________________            You: ______________________________
Partner: ___________________________ 	 	 Partner: ___________________________

[A2] Is it OK to marry for money & not love?		 [A5] Is natto tasty or disgusting?
You: ______________________________ 	 	 You: _______________________________
Partner: ___________________________ 	 	 Partner: ____________________________

[A3] Are politicians usually bad people?	 	 [A6] ___________________
You: ______________________________ 	 	 You: _______________________________
Partner: ___________________________ 	 	 Partner: ____________________________

Person B

[B1] On a 1st date, should a man always pay?	 [B4] Is hunting & eating whales OK?
You: ______________________________            You: ______________________________
Partner: ___________________________ 	 	 Partner: ___________________________

[B2] Is nuclear power necessary?	 	 	 	 [B5] Is Hiroshima Okonomiyaki the best?
You: ______________________________ 	 	 You: _______________________________
Partner: ___________________________ 	 	 Partner: ____________________________

[B3] Do students need 10+ hours of homework?	 [B6] ___________________
You: ______________________________ 	 	 You: _______________________________
Partner: ___________________________ 	 	 Partner: ____________________________

Examples
- Do you think aliens are real?        “Mmm...Maybe, but I’m not sure because I’ve never seen any. You?”
- Yes I think they are because there are many other planets. “Yes, that is possible...but I’m still not sure.”

Remember:
Conversation+
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The Present Perfect
- In English the Present Perfect is used for an action that started or 
happened in the past - BUT - still has a connection with the present

Grammar

Language

Present Perfect 1
Actions that happened in an unknown 
or unimportant time (in the past).

Present Perfect 2
Actions that began in the past AND 
continue into the present time.

Present Perfect 1

I have been to England many times, but I’ve never 
visited Oxford.

Present Perfect 2

I’ve learnt a lot of English since we met last month 
in KeMBYS!

Verb:	 __________
1:	 _____________________________________________________________________

Verb:	 __________
2:	 _____________________________________________________________________
Verb:	 __________
3:	 _____________________________________________________________________
Verb:	 __________
4:	 _____________________________________________________________________
Verb:	 __________
5:	 _____________________________________________________________________
Verb:	 __________
6:	 _____________________________________________________________________

[1] The Present Perfect
- Go back and read your sentences from Unit 7 - pg 26.
- They are all PAST Verbs - 
- Change the sentences from the PAST SIMPLE Tense to the PRESENT Perfect Tense.

[2] The Present Perfect
- Each sentence MUST be 12 words or more!

PRESENT PERFECT FORM: HAVE + PAST PARTICIPLE: I HAVE GIVEN LOTS OF HOMEWORK...
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ENGLISH NEWS WEEKLY

Warm Up Free Chat!
- You have 5 minutes.
- Talk about something in the past.[pairs]

Ask Extra 
Questions!

Review

Warm Up

What Do You Think?
- What do you think of these situations?
- Give 2 ideas for each situation!

speaking

[pairs]
I think J-Pop sucks because the music is 

so boring and makes me sleepy!

1:Nuclear power is 
Essential

2: J-Pop Sucks!
3: US Soldiers should 

leave _________
4: Sushi is tastier than 

BBQ!

WHY? WHY? WHY? WHY?

Quick Question
- What kind of sports season are you?
- Tell your partner lots of your reasons!

speaking

[pairs]
I love football because... and...
I hate baseball because...and...

Have You...
- Ask your partner what they think!
- What are your answers?[pairs]

1: Have you seen an alien? 3: Have you watched Titanic? 5: Have you swam in the sea?

2: Have you played baseball? 4: Have you been abroad? 6: Have you done your h/w?

Remember:
Conversation+

Remember:
Conversation+

WHAT IS THE MOST WATCHED SPORT ON TV AROUND THE WORLD? WHY?
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speaking

[Room]

1

Did You Like the Podcast..?
- Ask a partner what did they think about a podcast they listened to?
- Write brief notes! 
- Remember to use your hands & voices

1 Morning. 
3 How you doing today?
5 Did you enjoy your weekend?
7 What podcast did you choose?Why?
9 Did  you like it? Why? What was 
easy/difficult? Why?

2 Hiya.
4 Oh, I’m OK...a little sleepy because I was studying last 
night.
6 Yeh it was fine, nothing exciting though.
8 I choose Episode ___ because _________ and 
_______.
10 How about you? What podcast did you choose?

2 3 4

5 6 7 Example
- Ep 77
- About stopping smoking
- Because she hates smoke
- A little difficult
- Enjoyed it because_____

Extra
Tell your partner about the topics you listened to.
Which was the most interesting? Why?	 	 	 	

My Box
- Episode:	 _____________
-

- Title:            ______________________
-

- My Opinion:   ________________________
	 	     ________________________
	 	     ________________________

Remember:
Conversation+

WHAT FLAG IS THIS?	 ______________________________
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21st Century Words
- English is an old language...and a constantly changing one!
- Read the list of new English words from the 21st Century.
- Don’t use a dictionary!
- Can you match the new word with its correct meaning?

Language

[Groups]

21st Century Words

1: Bladdered
2: Duvet Day

3: Retail Therapy
4: Tweenager

5: Ladette
6: Rip

7: Tablet
8: Burn (it)

9: A Mobey
10: Flightmare 

Meanings

A: An extra day off work.
B: Aged between 10 years and 14 years.
C: A woman who drinks a lot of alcohol. 
D: When you are extremely drunk!
E: To copy something onto a CD or hard-drive.
F: When you go shopping to relax.
G: To copy a programme from a computer.
H: A portable, hand-held electronic device.
I: A very bad airplane journey.
J: Another word for a cell-phone.

speaking

[pairs]

What do you think?
- What new words do you like / dislike? Why?
- What new words are easy / difficult for you to understand? Why?
- Tell your partner your opinions.
- Rank them in order - 1 is easiest for you to remember!

1 6

2 7

3 8

4 9

5 10

Language

[pairs]

Your Language & English 
- How many of your language’s words can 

you think that is also used in English?
- Look at the examples to help you!

Japanese: Futon	 German: Deli	
Russian: Tsar	 	 Francais: Table	
Arabic: Candy	 	 Indian: Jungle

My List

HELP

READ THE LIST OF 
THE 21ST CENTURY 
WORDS AGAIN.

NOUN X 6

VERB X 3

ADJECTIVE X 2

Examples
iPod

Download
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ANY USEFUL ADVICE?

Warm Up Free Chat!
- You have 5 minutes.
- Talk about the future.[pairs]

Ask Extra 
Questions!

Review

Warm Up

Modal Verbs
- Ask your partner questions using the modal verbs.
- Remember to give long answers![pairs]

Can Shall May Will Ought (to)

Could Should Might Would Must
Can I borrow your 
homework please?

speaking

[Pairs]

[1] Problems & Advice
- Read the list of problems - do you understand them?
- What would be the best advice for each situation? Why?

The Problem

1: I always feel unwell in the morning.
2: I want to lose / gain weight.
3: My parents hate my girl/boyfriend.
4: My flatmate is crazy!
5: I don’t have time for all my homework...
6: I never have enough money.
7: I think natto is delicious
8: I’m always tired.
9: I’ve lost my English Speak book...
10: I think I am a cat...

My Advice Would Be...

A: You should play will a ball of wool!
B: How about going to bed earlier?
C: Ask them what their problem is with him/her?
D: How about moving out?
E: Really? Wow... you need a psychiatrist!
F: You must go and see a doctor!
G: How about going to the gym?
H: You should organise your time a bit better.
I: Panic! Run away! Hide from you teacher!!!
J: Maybe you should get a part-time job.

[2] Problems & Advice
- Can you think of any different advice?
- Tell your partner!

Remember:
Conversation+

Remember:
Conversation+

I can never remember Kanji...
Maybe you should make some study cards...

Mmm, that’s not a bad idea, any other ideas?
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speaking 1 What’s up? You OK? Why so glum? Did something 
bad happen to you?
3 Wow! So that isn’t good news? What’s the problem?
5 Ahh. I see what you mean. It’s not easy to live with 
someone...Maybe you should say ‘no’.
7 I REALLY think you should speak to her / him. Tell them 
what you are thinking. It’s not fair to keep lying to him/her.
9 Bloomin’ eck! Yes...You have a BIG problem. Good luck!

[1]
- Practice the conversation!
- Use you real names!
- Remember Voices & Hands!
- How would you start the conversation?

2 Hey. Yeh... my boyfriend / girlfriend wants me to move in 
with him / her.
4 Well, firstly I’m not really sure that I’m ready to live with 
someone. You know, I enjoy my freedom.
6 I know - I think you’re right, but the problem is I told him / 
her ‘yes’ last night! I didn’t know what to say, I kind of 
panicked!
8 Yes, you are probably right. Another problem is that he / she 
loves snakes! He / She has 3 pythons...and I really HATE 
snakes!!!

[2]
- Again! Change the 

underlined words!

[3]
- Again! Close your books! 
- Keep the conversation going!

[pairs]

What do you think ‘bloomin’ 
eck’ means?In relaxed English it is best use 

contractions - I’d / He’ll / etc.

speaking

[pairs]

Quick Question
- You MUST choose one of these rooms!
- Which room did you choose? Why?

Room 1 Room 2 Room 3 Room 4

Full of 
venomous 

snakes!

1,000 
dangerous 

spiders!

lions that 
haven’t 

eaten in 3 
months!

5,000 
female 

mosquitoes

Remember:
Conversation+

Remember:
Conversation+

WHAT ANIMAL WOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO FIGHT?
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speaking
[pairs]

Longer Conversation
- Read the questions below - do you understand them?
- What is your opinion? Do you agree or disagree?
- Write your answers & then ask your partner!

Modal Verb Questions
  What would you do? / What should you do? / What could you do? / What must you do? 

A1 | Easy? A2 | Easy? A3 | Easy? A4 | Easy?

If you found ¥500,000 at a 
train station?

If you saw your best friend’s 
boyfriend kissing someone 

else?

If you woke up and you were 10 
years old again?

If your forgot to do this week’s 
homework?

Why? Why? Why? Why?

A5 | Easy? A6 | Easy? A7| Easy? A8 | Easy?

If you missed the last bus / 
train home?

If your hairdresser dyed your 
hair green & red?

if you woke up in the park 
wearing just your underwear? FREE QUESTION

Why? Why? Why? Why?

B1 | Easy? B2 | Easy? B3 | Easy? B4 | Easy?

If yo were trapped in a lift for 
24 hours?

If you forgot the date of your 
final English exam?

If you had to walk from 
university to your hometown?

If you lost your mobile phone?

Why? Why? Why? Why?

B5 | Easy? B6 | Easy? B7| Easy? B8 | Easy?

If you forgot to pay for an 
expensive clothes item?

If your teacher failed you for 
missing too many classes?

If you had to eat natto 
everyday for 6 months? FREE QUESTION

Why? Why? Why? Why?

Example
  “What would you do if you found ¥500,000 at a train station?”

“Oh...I would give all the money to my English teacher because they are fantastic! Do you agree?”

Remember:
Conversation+

WHAT IS THE MOST MONEY YOU HAVE EVER FOUND / WON?
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Language [1] Conditional Tenses 
- In English there are 4 Conditional Tenses that are used:
- To give ADVICE, express OPINION & speak about REGRETS

[2] Conditional Tenses 
- Read the 4 Conditional Tenses and 

complete the missing information!

1st  Conditional Tense
Example 1 If I see my friend, I will say ‘Hello’ to them

USE A Very Likely Situation

FORM If - _______________ - , - Will + Base Verb

Example 2 __________________________________________________________

2nd  Conditional Tense
Example 1 If I saw President Obama, I would say ‘ Good Luck’ to him

USE An ___________________ Situation

FORM If - _______________ - , - __________ + Base Verb

Example 2 __________________________________________________________

3rd  Conditional Tense
Example 1 If I had studied harder, I would have passed my English exam!

USE An ___________________ Situation / A R______________

FORM If - _______________ - , - __________ + _____________

Example 2 __________________________________________________________

Zero / 4th  Conditional Tense
Example 1 If the sun rises in the East, it sets in the West

USE An Eternal Truth* Situation

FORM If - _______________ - , - __________ 

Example 2 __________________________________________________________

What is the correct Conditional Tense?

1: If I find her address, I’ll text you the details.   		 	 	 	 	 _________
2: If you knew the truth, you could skip this bit.	     	 	 	 	 	 _________
3: If you’d listened to your teacher, you should’ve passed the exam!	 	 _________
4: If I had found her address, I’d have sent her in an invitation.	 	 	 _________
5: Good Luck! But you will be OK as long as you don’t panic!	 	 	 _________
6: If I find her details, I will send her a copy of this report.	 	 	 	 _________
7: Shall I’ll phone her later, If I find her mobile number?	 	 	 	 _________ 
8: You are successful, if you study hard!	 	 	 	 	 	 	 _________
9: If England win the world cup, everyone is happy!*		 	 	 	 _________
10: Maybe I wouldn’t be sick, if I hadn’t eaten those oysters...	 	 	 _________
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WHAT WILL HAPPEN?

Warm Up Free Chat!
- You have 5 minutes.
- Talk about ___________[pairs]

Ask Extra 
Questions!

Review

Warm Up

New Words
- Can you remember what these words mean?
- Ask your partner![pairs]

1: Tweenager 3: Retail Therapy 5: Knackered

2: Bladdered 4: Duvet Day 6: Tapped Out

speaking

[Pairs]
[1] Your Future?

- Work on you own
- Complete the sentences!

[2] Your Future?
- Compare your answers.
- Give reasons why!

A: My Dream B: An Ambition C: I Hope

____________________________ ____________________________ ____________________________

[   ] Marry a rich 
person

[   ] Have 2+ 
Children

[   ] Bungee Jump

[   ] Travel to 10+ 
Countries [    ] FREE TOPIC [   ] Eat Kangaroo 

Burger

[   ] Climb Mt Fuji

[   ] Walk to Osaka
[   ] Become Very 

Famous

speaking

[Pairs]

One Day Maybe...
- Which of these situations would you:
- Love to do / Don’t mind doing / Never do
- Why? Give as many reasons as you can!
- Write a number in each box

Remember:
Conversation+

Remember:
Conversation+

Remember:
Conversation+

WHAT WILL YOU BE DOING AT 8PM TONIGHT? WHY?
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speaking [1]
- Practice the conversation!
- Use you real names!
- Remember Voices & Hands!
- How would you start the conversation?

1 Well, our first semester is almost done... Do you ever 
think about what you are going to do after uni? 
3 What is it like there? My hometown is very dull... I prefer to 
live in _________.
5 Do you think about after uni much? You have any thoughts?
7 Wow! Really? Why?
9 How about later - what is your dream job?
11 Well... I think I’d like to be a ____________

2 Well...Sure, now and again. But I’m not too sure about after 
graduation. After the exams I am going back to my hometown.
4 It’s OK - nothing too exciting, but it’ll be good to see my friends 
and family again. Even my sister!
6 Well at first I want to travel! Especially to England - the most 
exciting country in the world!
8 Oh because I love football and fish & chips!
10 I’m not really sure...But I think I’d love to be a bungee jump 

[2]
- Again! Change the underlined words!

[3]
- Again! Close your books! 
- Keep the conversation going!

[pairs]

What do you think ‘uni’ means?

In Relaxed English it is best use 
contractions - I’d / He’ll / etc.

Language

[2] Four Wishes
- Imagine you have 6 wishes!
- What would you choose?
- Why? Tell a partner.

My Wishes!

1: __________________________________		

2: __________________________________		

3: __________________________________	

4: __________________________________	

speaking

Remember:
Conversation+

EXTRA
HOW MUCH MONEY WOULD YOU WANT TO BE PAID TO DO A 

1,053 FEET  HIGH BUNGEE JUMP..?

Remember:
Conversation+

[1] Longer Conversation
- Explain you ideas to classmates.
- Why do you want these wishes?
- Give detailed answers & questions!
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Language

[1] Modal Verbs
- In English there are 10 Modal Verbs.
- A Modal Verb is also called a ‘helping verb’ because it ‘helps’ 

to give extra details in an English sentence.

[2] Modal Verbs
- The 10 Modal Verbs are:

EXAMPLE:
A: You can go out to the cinema tonight
There are 2 verbs in this sentence:

Which is the MAIN Verb?	 	 __________
Which is the Modal Verb?		 __________

Can Shall May Will Ought to

Could Should Might Would Must

When to Use Modal Verbs
- They don’t use an ‘s’ for the third person singular

- Reverse the order to make a question:
  She can go = Can she go?

- The Main Verb is in the present simple form
  go / play / listen / walk / etc.

Modal Verbs are used in these situations:

A: Probability

B: Ability

 C: Obligation and Advice

D: Permission

E: Habits

Sentences | What is Situation for each sentence? 

1: It is snowing, so it must be very cold outside!	 	 	 	 	 _________
2: She can speak four or five languages fluently.	 	 	 	 	 _________
3: Hirodai students must do all their homework before the exams!		 _________
4: Could I possibly leave a bit earlier today please?	 	 	 	 _________
5: My English students will usually forget their textbooks!	 	 	 _________
6: I’m not sure what the answer is, but it could be ‘A’.	 	 	 	 _________
7: My mother could play the piano extremely well.	 	 	 	 _________
8: You really should stop smoking as it will kill you.	 	 	 	 _________
9: You may not go bungee jumping today - are you crazy???	 	 _________

10: When I lived in Australia, I would sometimes eat kangaroo.	 	 _________
11: I would always play cricket on Sunday mornings in England.	 	 _________
12: Our Hungarian teacher would never let us leave class early.	 	 _________
13: ________________________________________________	 	 _________
14: ________________________________________________	 	 _________
15: ________________________________________________	 	 _________

HELPING VERBS

[1]
- Choose the correct 

situation.
- Then write 3 

sentences with 
your own ideas!

- Don’t write the 
situation answer!
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REVIEW | A QUICK REMINDER
Warm Up Free Chat!

- You have 5 minutes.
- Talk about this semester - anything!
- Good, Bad & So-So Memories - OK!

[pairs]
Ask Extra 
Questions!

Warm Up

speaking

[Pairs]

[1] Emotions
- Do you remember these emotions?
- How many syllables?
- Give an example when you feel like these 

Exhausted

Ambivalent

So-So

Delighted

Furious

[2] Comparisons
- Do you remember these comparison?
- How many syllables?
- Use these adjectives to compare items!
- Remember the correct endings!

Small

Happy

Dangerous

Crazy

Traditional

Tiny 		 = Tiniest
 Big 	 	 = bigger
 Amazing	 = most amazing 

[3] Faces
- Successful communication uses more than words.
- People’s faces are very important too!
- They can give you extra information about how a person feels!

A. Content  B. Sick C. Shocked
D. Bored  E. Happy F. Relaxed
G. Excited  H. Confused I. Anxious

 J. Worried  K. Frightened L. Angry

 M. Unhappy  N. Lonely O. So-So

[4] Non-Verbal Communication
- Think about the hand gestures for the following situations.
- How would you use your hands to explain these expressions?
- Remember to use your faces too!

Hand Gestures

A: I’m watching you!	 J: Be quiet!
B: Go away!	 	 K: Come here now!
C: I don’t know...	 	 L: Stop!
D: Crazy	 	 	 M: I’m not listening
E: What’s the time?	 N: Too much
F: Maybe...		 	 O: I’m full.
G: I love you!	 	 P: I feel sick
H: Hello	 	 	 Q: I’ll call you
I: It’s broken	 	 R: See you later

Remember:
Conversation+

Remember:
Conversation+

WHAT IS THE HAPPIEST YOU HAVE EVER BEEN? WHY?
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[1] Conversation
- Talk with some partner(s) 
- Choose topics from the box

Vacation

The Summer

High School

Movies

ENW Podcast

speaking

[Pairs]

*Free Topic #1* *Free Topic #2*

speaking

[pairs]
[2] Janken Game

- Winner moves and asks question! 
- Longer Answers!!!

[1] Janken Game
- Create your own questions.
- Use topics from the book!

Start & 
Finish

Extra

About Your Test
- Your test will be in 3 parts:

Part 1	| 	 Listening to ENW Podcast from June/July
Part 2	|	 Some questions about grammar
Part 3	|	 5 conversation topics.

DON’T FORGET!
- Your University ID Cards
- Pencils
- DON’T BE LATE!!!
- GUESS!
- Yourself!

Good 
Luck!

GAME TITLE

__________

Remember:
Conversation+

Remember:
Conversation+

WHAT QUESTIONS WOULD YOU LIKE TO ASK YOUR HERO?
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